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» Recall: Matrix factorization
The main idea of matrix factorization
∗ params→ users/items preference
∗ inner-production→ user-item interaction

The idea of MF RS (Source1). The latent factors xu and yi in the image are
denoted as pu and qi in the slides.

Image Source:
https://blog.griddynamics.com/how-deep-learning-improves-recommendations-for-your-catalog/
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» Recall: Matrix factorization
Step 1 Introduce a method with some params (latent factors)

∗ Model the user-item interaction as inner production

r̂ui = p⊺uqi→ rui

Step 2 Estimate the params by minimizing regularized RMSE

min
P,Q

1
|Ω| ∑

(u,i)∈Ω
(rui−p⊺uqi)2+λ

( n
∑
u=1
∥pu∥22+

m
∑
i=1
∥qi∥22

)
(1)

∗ Using cross-validation to determine the optimal hps
(K,λ ), denote as K∗ and λ ∗

∗ Refit the model based on full train data with K∗ and λ ∗.
Step 3 Using the estimated model with the best hp to do

prediction
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» BCD SUM: MF

BCD perfectly fits our model (alternative least squares (ALS))
Steps solve Q (fixed P)→ solve P (fixed Q)→ ...
∗ When P is fixed, the objective function for Q is a
standard QP, and each qi can be solved parallelly with
an analytic solution.
∗ When Q is fixed, the objective function for P is a
standard QP, and each pi can be solved parallelly with
an analytic solution.
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» BCD/ALS: MF
Algorithm 1 ALS for solving MF
1: Input: Training set (u, i,rui)(u,i)∈Ω, hps: K,λ
2: Return: Est params: (P̂, Q̂)
3: (Initialization) Initialize P(0)
4: for l= 0, · · · ,Max_Iter do
5: (Item-Update)
6: for i= 1, · · · ,m do
7:

q(l+1)i = ( ∑
u∈Ui

p(l)u (p(l)u )T+λ |Ω|I)−1 ∑
u∈Ui

ruip(l)u

8: end for

9: (User-Update)
10: for u= 1, · · · ,n do
11:

p(l+1)u = (∑
i∈Iu

q(l+1)i (q(l+1)i )⊺+λ |Ω|I)−1 ∑
i∈Iu

ruiq(l+1)i

12: end for
13: Break the loop if termination condition.
14: end for
15: Return (P(l+1),Ql+1)
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» BCD/ALS: MF
Algorithm 2 ALS for solving MF
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» Recall: motivation of BCD

BCD Blockwise Coordinate Descent
Idea At the l+1 iteration of minimizing SOME coordinates

θ
(l+1)
j = argmin

x
Obj

(
θ
(l+1)
1 , · · · ,θ(l+1)

j−1 ,x,θ(l+1)
j+1 , · · · ,θ(l)

|θ |
)
,

where each θj is a vector
When the joint optimization is hard, yet sub-problem (min

w.r.t SOME coordinates) is easy
∗ Especially sub-problem has analytic solution

What if the sub-problem is also really hard to solve? We
need more algorithms to deal with more general loss
functions and models...
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» Gradient Descent

GD Gradient Descent is one of the most popular algorithms
solving a general optimization;
∗ and one of the most popular algorithm in Deep Learning
∗ Almost ANY optimization problem can be solved by GD
∗ Probably the first or the last algorithm you want to try
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» Gradient Descent
∗ direction + step size (learning rate)

∗ Θ is collection of all parameters
Image source:

http://rasbt.github.io/mlxtend/user_guide/general_concepts/gradient-optimization
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» GD: MF

∗ GD: Steepest Descent + Fixed small step size
Obj Given a dataset (xi)i=1,··· ,n, consider a ML problem:

Θ̂= argmin
Θ

1
n

n
∑
i=1

Obj(xi,Θ)

Update GD updates w as follows

Θ(l+1) =Θ(l)− α
n

n
∑
i=1

∂Obj(xi,Θ)

∂Θ
,

repeat until convergence
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» GD: ML
How to implement pure GD for the MF?

Step 1 Introduce a collection of all parameters:

Θ=

[
P
Q

]
=



p1
...
pn
q1
...
qm


=



p11, · · · ,p1K
...

pn1, · · · ,pnK
q11, · · · ,q1K

...
qm1, · · · ,qmK


∈ R(n+m)×K

∗ Note that
pu =Θ⊺1u, qi =Θ⊺1n+i,

where 1u = (0,0, · · · ,0, 1︸︷︷︸
u-th element

,0, · · · ,0) ∈ {0,1}n+m.
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» GD: MF
Step 2 Rewrite the objective function as a function ofΘ:

min
W

1
|Ω| ∑

(u,i)∈Ω
(rui−1⊺uΘΘ⊺1n+i)

2+λ∥Θ∥2F

Step 3 Compute the gradient of Θ:
∂Obj
∂Θ

=− 2
|Ω| ∑

(u,i)∈Ω
(rui−1⊺uΘΘ⊺1n+i)(1u1⊺n+i+1n+i1⊺u)Θ+2λΘ

=− 2
|Ω|
M(Ω,r,Θ)Θ+2λΘ (2)

∗ 1u1⊺n+i =∆u,n+i; where ∆u,n+i = 1, others = zero
∗ Mu,n+i =Mn+i,u = rui−1⊺uΘΘ⊺1n+i
∗ Matrix Calculus Toolbox1
1http://www.matrixcalculus.org/
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» GD: MF

Step 4 Updates forΘ:

Θ(l+1) =Θ(l)−α
(
− 2
|Ω|
M(l)Θ(l)+2λΘ(l))

M(l+1) =M(Ω,r,Θ(l+1)), (3)

where α > 0 is a step size or learning rate.

Issues for pure GD:
∗ Computation is expensive for each update:
∗ Complexity ofM(l)Θ(l) is O((n+m)2K)

Any solution?
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» ALS+GD: MF
Can we combine ALS and GD to solve MF

argmin
qi

1
|Ω| ∑

u∈Ui

(rui−q⊺i pu)2+λ∥qi∥22

ALS solve a small QP for each update
∗ The gradient for all parametersΘ is hard; BUT the
gradient for the subproblem w.r.t. pu/qi is easy

∇qi =−
2
|Ω| ∑

u∈Ui

pu(rui−p⊺uqi)+2λqi

→ ALS structure with GD for solving each sub-problem
Illustrated based on item-update, the updates for users are omitted

but similar.
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» ALS+GD: MF

∗ For i= 1, · · · ,m, solving a small QP separately

q̂i = argmin
qi

1
|Ω| ∑

u∈Ui

(rui−q⊺i pu)2+λ∥qi∥22,

(ALS update) q̂i = ( ∑
u∈Ui

pup⊺u+λ |Ω|I)−1 ∑
u∈Ui

ruipu.

∗ For u= 1, · · · ,n, solving s small QP separately

p̂u = argmin
pu

1
|Ω| ∑i∈Iu

(rui−p⊺uqi)2+λ∥pu∥22,

(ALS update) p̂u = (∑
i∈Iu

qiq⊺i +λ |Ω|I)−1 ∑
u∈Ui

ruiqi.
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» ALS+GD: MF
∗ Change “ALS update” to “GD update”
∗ Use GD updating each sub-problem

Item For i= 1, · · · ,m, by fixing (pu)u=1,··· ,n

q̂i = argmin
qi

1
|Ω| ∑

u∈Ui

(rui−q⊺i pu)2+λ∥qi∥22,

(ALS) q̂i = ( ∑
u∈Ui

pup⊺u+λ |Ω|I)−1 ∑
u∈Ui

ruipu,

(GD) q(new)i = q(old)i −2α
(
− 1
|Ω| ∑

u∈Ui

pu(rui−p⊺uq(old)i )+λq(old)i
)

∗ Same argument for user-update by fixing (qi)i=1,··· ,m

p(new)u = p(old)u −2α
(
− 1
|Ω| ∑i∈Iu

qi(rui−q⊺i p
(old)
u )+λp(old)u

)
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» GD: Exact/Inexact Updates

Exact / Inexact updating strategies:
Exact Find the best P/Q when Q/P is fixed.

ALS Exact solution of sub-problem
GD Run GD until convergence

Inexact Improve a little, since the current Q/P is NOT optimal
ALS —
GD Run L-times GD; L can be as small as 1
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» GD+ALS: MF
InClass implementation ALS+GD in Colab
Algorithm 3 ALS+GD for solving MF
1: Input: Training set (u, i,rui)(u,i)∈Ω, tuning params: K,λ
2: Return: Estimated latent factors: (P̂, Q̂)
3: Initialize P(0)
4: for l= 0, · · · ,#Max_Iter do
5: (Item-Update)
6: for i= 1, · · · ,m do
7: q(l+1)i ← L-steps GD or GD until convergence:

Grad: q(new)i =q(old)i −2α
(
− 1
|Ω| ∑

u∈Ui

pu(rui−p⊺uq(old)i )+λq(old)i
)

8: end for

9: (User-Update)
10: for u= 1, · · · ,n do
11: p(l+1)u ← L-steps GD or GD until convergence:

Grad: p(new)u =p(old)u −2α
(
− 1
|Ω| ∑i∈Iu

qi(rui−q⊺i p
(old)
u )+λp(old)u

)
12: end for
13: Break the loop if Termination Condition.
14: end for
15: Return (P(l+1),Ql+1)
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» GD+ALS: MF
InClass implementation ALS+GD in Colab
Algorithm 4 ALS+GD for solving MF
1: Input: Training set (u, i,rui)(u,i)∈Ω, tuning params: K,λ
2: Return: Estimated latent factors: (P̂, Q̂)
3: Initialize P(0)
4: for l= 0, · · · ,#Max_Iter do
5: (Item-Update)
6: for i= 1, · · · ,m do
7: q(l+1)i ← L-steps GD or GD until convergence:

Grad: q(new)i =q(old)i −2α
(
− 1
|Ω| ∑

u∈Ui

pu(rui−p⊺uq(old)i )+λq(old)i
)

8: end for
9: (User-Update)
10: for u= 1, · · · ,n do
11: p(l+1)u ← L-steps GD or GD until convergence:

Grad: p(new)u =p(old)u −2α
(
− 1
|Ω| ∑i∈Iu

qi(rui−q⊺i p
(old)
u )+λp(old)u

)
12: end for
13: Break the loop if Termination Condition.
14: end for
15: Return (P(l+1),Ql+1)
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» ALS, GD, ALS+GD: MF

BCD/ALS The diagram for BCD updates:

∗ Can we show the diagrams for GD and GD+ALS?

The figure is actually for CD, yet we can correspond to BCD/ALS by
regarding the x-axis as P and y-axis as Q
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» Recall GD: MF
Why GD is so popular in DL?
∗ Given a dataset (xi)i=1,··· ,n, consider a ML problem:

Θ̂= argmin
Θ

1
n

n
∑
i=1

Obj(xi;Θ)

∗ GD updates w as follows

Θ(l+1) =Θ(l)− α
n

n
∑
i=1

∂Obj(xi;Θ)

∂Θ
,

Weakness:
∗ Computing the average for each step is computational
expensive
∗ No need to exactly compute the average: random
sample & inexact update
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» From empirical to population: MF
Recall the formulation and GD updates:

Model The population objective is (by Law of Large Number):

Rn(Θ) =
1
n

n
∑
i=1

Obj(xi;Θ)
P−→ EObj(X;Θ).

Update The gradient update is defined as:
1
n

n
∑
i=1

∂Obj(xi;Θ)

∂Θ
P−→ EObj(X;Θ)

∂Θ

Conclusion Our gradient for GD is the empirical version of the
population objective. The goal is using the average to
approximate the population version.
∗ Average over all instances;
∗ Average over small set of instances;
∗ We can take even just one instance.
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» ALS+SGD: MF
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and Batch gradient
descent (BGD):
∗ Replacing the average by just one sample or
subsample-average

SGD updates w as follows
Step 1 Cycle sample x(l) from the dataset
Step 2 SGD update:

Θ(l+1) =Θ(l)−α
∂Obj(x(l),Θ(l))

∂Θ
BGD with batch size B updates w as follows

Step 1 Random sample (x(l)j )j=1,··· ,B from the dataset
Step 2 BGD update:

Θ(l+1) =Θ(l)− α
B

B
∑
j=1

∂Obj(x(l)i ,Θ(l))

∂Θ
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» ALS+SGD: MF
MF formulation:

argmin
P,Q

1
|Ω| ∑

(u,i)∈Ω
(rui−p⊺uqi)2+λ

( n
∑
u=1
∥pu∥22+

m
∑
i=1
∥qi∥22

)
SGD focus on just ONE sample:

Obj Cycle sample one user-item pair (u, i):

argmin
pu,qi

(rui−p⊺uqi)2+λ
(
∥pu∥22+qi∥22

)
,

Update The corresponding gradient for pu and qi, and updates
pu and qi as follows:

q(l+1)i = q(l)i +2α
(
(rui− (p(l)

u )⊺q(l)i )p(l)
u −λq(l)i

)
,

p(l+1)
u = p(l)

u +2α
(
(rui− (q(l+1)i )⊺p(l)

u )q(l+1)i −λp(l)
u
)

Shuffle the data in each epoch
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» Terminologies in SGD

∗ Learning rate: The learning rate is a hyperparameter to
control the step size in gradient descent. (α in our
formulation.)
∗ Epoch: one cycle through the full training dataset.

∗ Usually, we will report performance and other detailed
info after each epoch.

∗ Batch: The batch size is a hyperparameter of gradient
descent that controls the number of training samples to
work through. (B in our formulation.)
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» ALS+SGD: MF

Algorithm 5 ALS+SGD for solving MF
1: Input: Training set (u, i,rui)(u,i)∈Ω, tuning params: K,λ
2: Return: Estimated latent factors: (P̂, Q̂)
3: Initialize P(0)
4: for l= 0, · · · ,#Max_Epoch do
5: Shuffle the dataset
6: for sample (u, i) ∈ Ω do
7: (Item-Update)

8: q(l+1)i = q(l)i +2α
(
(rui− (p(l)u )⊺q(l)i )p(l)u −λq(l)i

)
9: (User-Update)

10: p(l+1)u = p(l)u +2α
(
(rui− (q(l+1)i )⊺p(l)u )q(l+1)i −λp(l)u

)
11: end for
12: Break the loop if Termination Condition.
13: end for
14: Return (P(l+1),Ql+1)
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» ALS+GD: MF

∗ InClass demo: Implementation ALS+SGD in Python
Pros Easy Simple to implement (In fact, the gradient can be

computed automatically by using TensorFlow)
Scalability Only one or a small subset of data is involved when

updating the parameters.
Cons Slow SGD/GD requires more iterations than ALS, since it use

inexact updates for each step.

We postpone the implementation details to the lecture that we talk
about the neural networks
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» ALS+SGD: MF

Recall the big picture of the algorithm, that we can

Algorithm 6 Cross-Validation for MF
1: Input: Training set (u, i,rui)(u,i)∈Ω
2: Return: Predicted ratings for Testing set: (u, i) ∈ Ωte

3: (Tuning)
4: for (K,λ ) ∈ Grid Set do
5: Training/Validation splitting
6: Estimate the model with (K,λ ) by (ALS or GD or ALS+GD

or ALS+SGD)
7: Compute RMSE on validation set
8: end for
9: Find the best hps (K∗,λ ∗) which mins RMSE on valid set
10: (Refitting) Estimate the best tuned model with (K∗,λ ∗)
11: (Pred) Predict ratings by the estimated best tuned model

∗ DevelopMF_CV for cross-validation
∗ Python data visualization library seaborn
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Result CV heatmap analysis

Train RMSE the best performance always reached at (the largest K,
and the smallest λ ). Why?

Valid RMSE Best is reached inside→ Good Grid
Best is reached in the boundary→ Enlarge your Grid
∗ Better performance? Reduce grid size of the Grid for
more careful tuning
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» Advanced topics

HPO How to find the best hp when we have many hps
Gird search Try all possibilities

Random search Random sample in the grid, and select the best one
Bayesian opt Create a probability model of the objective and use it to

decide the most promising hyperparameters
AutoML Directly optimize the HPs based on validation data

SGD actually introduce some regularization for the methods;
perform better than GD for overparametrized models
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